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ABSTRACT
Wind turbine output power can be maximized using maximum power point tracking (MPPT). By estimating wind speed, the
MPPT can be achieved easily by adjusting the speed of DFIG based wind turbine through back-to-back converter. The grid
side unity power factor can be simply achieved using PI controller on hybrid inverter. The aerodynamic power captured by
wind turbine is the cosine function of pitch angle. In this paper, the pitch angle is kept zero, which is a valid assumption for
lower to medium wind velocities .The machine side converter (MSC) is used to track the maximum power point for different
wind speed. The grid side converter (GSC) uses a vector current controller to supply power at unity power factor to the grid.
The simulations have been performed using MATALB/SIMULINK. The effectiveness of proposed control methods validated.
Keywords—Maximum PowerPoint Tracking (MPPT), Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG), Variable speed wind
turbine (VSWT), Wind energy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wind power is today’s fastest growing renewable energy
source. A wind turbine operates either at a ﬁxed or
variable speed rate [1]. Most of wind turbine
manufacturers are developing new megawatt scale wind
turbines based on variable-speed operation with pitch
control using a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG)
[2-4].

Full controllability of the system for maximum wind
power extraction and grid interface, and ease in
accomplishing fault-ride through and grid support
[6].Therefore, the efficiency and reliability of a VSCbased DFIG wind turbine is assessed to be higher than
that based DFIG [7]. Maximum power point tracking
control in most of the conversion systems is implemented
using wind speed data obtained from wind speed sensors
[9-12]. However, accurate measurement of wind speed is
not easy especially in case of large size wind turbines.
Anemometer installed on the top of nacelle provides
limited measurements of wind speed only at the hub
height and cannot cover the whole span of large blades
[13-15].

The variable speed wind turbine with DFIG and fullscale/fully controllable voltage source converters (VSCs)
is considered to be a promising, but not yet very popular,
wind turbine concept [3]. The wind turbines based on
DFIG conﬁguration have many advantages such as
gearless construction [4], elimination of a dc excitation
system [1-5].

Due to the interaction between the rotor and the wind,
anemometer, usually placed on nacelles, leads to
inaccurate wind speed measurements in both upwind and
downwind turbines. Therefore, Speed control of wind
turbine based on sensor less algorithms has gained much
interests due to its accuracy and simplicity in tracking the
maximum power point during wind speed variations.
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The aerodynamic rotor is responsible for converting wind
power incident on turbine rotor blades which rotate with
swept area (A= π R²), to mechanical power form. The
mechanical power is given as follows:

Doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) has been widely
used for large-scale wind power generation systems due
to its advantages, such as variable speed operation,
controllable power factor and improved system
efficiency [3].The amount of energy extracted from the
wind depends not only on the incident wind speed, but
also on the control system applied on the wind energy
conversion system (WECS). Typically, maximum wind
power extraction is accomplished by using fully
controlled variable speed wind turbine generators. The
rotational speed of wind turbine hub is adjusted
according to the incident wind speed to track the
maximum wind power trajectory [1], [4].
In this paper, maximum power point tracking for wind
turbine based DFIG has been achieved by wind velocity
estimation
technique.
Estimation
of
the
windvelocitywasmade considering the relation between
the system efficiency and the injected power to the grid.
A full scale power converter based five-phase has been
used. The dc-link, connecting the back-to-back
converters, allow fully decoupled control of DFIG from
the grid side. The MPPT has been achieved by
controlling the DFIG speed at the generator side, whereas
the grid side converter has been controlled to achieve
unity power factor at the grid side. The effectiveness of
the proposed control technique in addition to the efficient
operation of the wind turbine system based onDFIG has
been verified using Matlab/Simulink.
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Where; ρ is the air density (Kg/m³), R is the blade length
(m), Vwind is wind speed (m/s) and Cp is the power
coefficient. The value of Cp is dependent on the tip
speed ratio (λ) and the blades pitch angle (β). The blades
pitch angle is adjusted by the embedded pitch controllers
and depends on the type and operating condition of the
wind turbine. The mathematical expression of Cp is
given by [1], [5] and [7] as;
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The parameters λi and c1- c6 are defined in the
Appendix [6]. The tip speed ratio is given as follows:
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where: ωt (rad/s) is the rotational speed of the turbine
shaft. The mechanical input torque, Tm, is given as
follows:
Tm 

pm

t

(4)
Fig.2 shows the relation between Cp and λ for
different pitch angles. The maximum value of the
power coefficient, Cp_max ≈ 0.48, is obtained at β
= 0° and λ = λopt ≈ 8.1. Fig.3 describes the wind
turbine output power characteristics. Based on
Fig.3, for any particular wind speed, there is
optimum rotational
speed,
which gives
the
maximum power capturing.

2. SYSTEM MODELING
Wind Energy Conversion System (WECS) converts
kinetic energy of the wind to mechanical energy by
means of wind turbine rotor blades then the
generator converts the mechanical power to electrical
power that is being fed to the grid through power
electronic converters. The WECS under study,
describedin Fig. 1, consistsof two main parts: a)
Mechanical parts: include the aerodynamic system with
the rotor blades. b) Electrical parts: comprised of the
DFIG and the back-to-back converter set [2], and [5-6].
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Fig.1: Power flow and control diagram of DFIG [5].

Fig. 2: Cp / λ curves for different values of the pitch angle,
β.

A. Mechanical Part Representation
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Fig. 3: The power characteristics of the wind turbine
used.

𝑃𝑟 = 𝑉𝑞𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟 + 𝑉𝑞𝑟 𝑖𝑞𝑟 (17)

B. Electrical Part Representation

𝑄𝑟 = 𝑉𝑑𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟 − 𝑉𝑑𝑟 𝑖𝑞𝑟 (18)

As shown in Fig. 1, variable speed wind turbine DFIG is
connected directly to the utility grid through the stator.
The rotor is connected via a back-to-back set of
converters. The first converter, known as the rotor side
converter, is connected to the rotor windings of the
DFIG. While the other one is known as grid side
converter and is connected to the grid at the PCC via ac
filter. The dc terminals of the two converters are
collected together with shunt dc capacitor. DFIG model
with detailed description along with the control schemes
of the interfacing converters are presented in
MATLAB/SIMULINK environment as in [3] and [5].

The electromagnetic torque is expressed as:
3

𝑃

𝑇𝑒𝑚 = 2 ∗ 2 (𝜑𝑑𝑠∗ 𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝜑𝑞𝑠 𝑖𝑑𝑠) (19)
Where:vds ,vqs :Stator Voltages in D-Q axis reference
Frame ,vdr,vqr :Rotor Voltages in D-Q axis reference
Frame,ids,iqs :Stator Currents in D-Q axis reference
Frame ,idr,iqr : Rotor Currents in D-Q axis reference
Frame ,ϕ ds,ϕ qs :Stator Flux Linkages in D-Q axis
reference Frame, ϕ dr,ϕ qr : Rotor Flux Linkages In D-Q
Axis Reference Frame ,Ps,Qs : Stator Active, Reactive
Power ,Pr,Qr : Rotor Active, Reactive Power ,Rs,Rr :
Stator and Rotor Resistance per phase ,ωe,ωr: Supply and
Rotor Flux Angle ,Ls,Lr : Stator and Rotor Inductance
Lls,Llr,Lm :Stator, Rotor Leakage Inductance, and
Magnetizing

B.1 Modeling of DFIG
The mathematical model of the DFIG presented in this
paper uses the d-q synchronous reference frame
illustrated inFig.4.

Inductance ,and Te : Electromagnetic Torque.
The control of doubly fed induction generator with
wind turbine is necessary and unavoidable. The control
system maintains magnitudes of the generator, such as
torque, active and reactive power, related to the grid side
converter. The reactive power and the DC bus voltage
close to their optimum values, for proper and effective
energy generation [15-20].The Control schemes of DFIG
based wind turbine will be described in details in the
following sections.

Fig. 4: Doubly fed induction generator model.
The d-q synchronous reference frame equations of the
stator and rotor flux are written as[3], [8] and [9]:
𝑉𝑞𝑠 = 𝑅𝑠 𝑖𝑞𝑠 +
𝑉𝑑𝑠 = 𝑅𝑠 𝑖𝑑𝑠 +
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𝜑𝑑𝑠 =

3.CONTROL OF THE ROTOR SIDE
CONVERTER
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The control strategy for the rotor side converter is shown
in Fig.5. The active power flow is controlled through i dr
and the reactive power flow is controlled through iqr. The
standard voltage oriented vector control strategy is used
for the rotor side converter to implement control action.
Here the real axis of the stator voltage is chosen as the d-

𝜑 ′ 𝑞𝑟 + (𝜔 − 𝜔𝑟) 𝜑 ′ 𝑑𝑟 (7)
𝜑 ′ 𝑞𝑟 − (𝜔 − 𝜔𝑟) 𝜑 ′ 𝑞𝑟

′
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(9)
′
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axis [11]. The actual speed of the turbine ωr is measured
and the corresponding mechanical power of the tracking
characteristic is used as the reference power for the
power control loop.The actual electrical output power,
measured at the grid terminals of the wind turbine is
added to the total power losses (mechanical and
electrical) and is compared with the reference power
obtained from the tracking characteristic.

𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑐 3
= 𝑚 𝑖𝑔𝑑𝑐 − 𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑐
(20)
𝑑𝑡
4
Where igdc is the d-axis current flowing between the grid
and the grid side converter, irdc is the rotor side DC
current, C is the DC link capacitance; m is the PWM
modulation index of the grid side converter. The reactive
power flow into the grid Qg is calculated as

A Proportional-Integral (PI) regulator is used to reduce
the power error to zero. The output of this regulator is the
reference rotor current Idr_ref that must be injected in the
rotor by the converter. This is the current component that
produces the electromagnetic torque T em. The actual Idr
component is compared to Idr_ref and the error is reduced
to zero by a current regulator (PI). The output of this
current controller is the voltage Vdr generated by control
of the rotor side converter. The current regulator is
assisted by feed forward terms which predict Vdr. Iq_ref is
set zero obtain zero reactive power as shown in Fig.5
[17-22].

(21)

𝐶

3

𝑄𝑔 = 2 (𝑉𝑔 𝑖𝑔𝑞 )
Where Vg is the magnitude of the grid phase voltage, iqg
is the q-axis current flowing between the grid and the
grid side converter. From eq. (20) and eq.(21), the DC
link voltage and the reactive power flow into the grid can
be controlled via igq .

Fig.6: Vector control structure of Grid side Converter.
4.1. Optimal torque (OT) control (sensor)
As mentioned previously, maintaining the operation of
the system at λopts ensures the conversion of available
wind energy into mechanical form. It can be observed
from the block diagram in Fig.7 [15] that the principle of
this method is to adjust the DFIG torque according to a
maximum power reference torque of the wind turbine at a
given wind speed. For the turbine power to be
determined as a function of ωm, the following equation
will be adopted in order to obtain the wind speed [20–
26]:

Fig.5: Vector control structure of rotor side converter.

4. CONTROL OF THE GRID SIDE
CONVERTER
The main objective of the grid side converter is to
maintain the DC - link voltage constant for the necessary
action. For the grid-side controller, the d-axis of the
rotating reference frame used for d-q transformation is
aligned with the positive-sequence of grid voltage. The
control system is shown in Fig.6. This controller consists
of; (1) Measurement system which measures the d and q
components of AC currents to be controlled as well as
the DC voltage Vdc, (2) Outer regulation loop consisting
of a DC voltage regulator. The output of the DC voltage
regulator is the reference current Idgcref for the current
regulator (Idgc = current in phase with grid voltage which
controls active power flow).(3) An inner current
regulation loop consisting of a current regulator. The
current regulatory controls the magnitude and phase of
the voltage generated by converter from the Idgc_ref
produced by the DC voltage regulator and specified I q_ref
[10],and [22-24]. The DC link voltage can be expressed
as:

F
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Fig.7. The block diagram of optimal torque control for
MPPT control.

Using eq.(1) & (3), the output optimum power wind
turbine can by written as
Pm_opt = 0.5ρACp−opt

5. Simulation Results and discussion
The parameters of the system under study are given in
appendix A. MATLAB/SIMULINK software is used to
perform the simulation using power system block sets
with a simulation time of 1.5 seconds.The proposed
control scheme for DFIG based variable speed WECS is
simulated using MATLAB/Simulink under different
cases for wind speed variations.
Case study no.1:

3

ω m −opt R

(22)

λ opt

Where
K opt = 0.5ρACp−opt

R

3

(23)

λ opt
3

Pm−opt = K opt (ωm−opt ) (24)
Consider that Pm=Tm*wm
Tm −opt = K opt (ωm −opt )2 (25)
Fig.3 indicates the mechanical power generated by the
turbine as a function of rotor speed for different wind
speeds. The maximum power extraction within the
allowable range can be achieved if the controller can
properly follows the optimum curve with variation of
wind speed.

Wind Speed (M/S)

Fig.9.shows The wind speed profile, which varies up and
down with smooth ramp rates, with average value 11.05
m/s. further wind speed is estimated.
14

4.2. Sensorless Wind Speed Estimation Technique
From eq.(1),(3),and (27) wind speed can be estimated if
the value of mechanical power and power coefficient
which is a function in rotor speed and wind speed are
known. Eq. (28) governs the estimated wind speed. Fig.8
shows representation of eq.(29).
𝑝
𝜁 = 𝑚 (26)
2

𝑽𝒘 =
𝐕𝐰 =

𝐏𝐞
𝟎.𝟓𝛒𝐀𝐂𝐏 𝛈

𝟏
𝟑

𝟑

𝑷𝒆
𝝃∗𝑪𝒑 ∗𝑲𝒐𝒑𝒕.
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Results shows that sensor less control have beter
performance than sensor type control. As seen from
Fig.10 The maximum power capture is achieved, hence
the tip speed ratio λ achieve the optimality(λ=8.1) and Cp
is constant at maximum value (Cp =0.48).

(27)
(28)

Tip speed ratio

𝜉

1

= 𝜌 𝐴 𝐶𝑝 𝑉𝑤3

Wind speed estimate sensor less
Wind speed input

10

Fig.9 Ramp change in actual wind speed & estimated
wind speed in m/s.

𝑝𝑒

𝑝𝑒
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(29)

To estimate the wind speed from eq.(26), the efficiency η
of the DFIG is assumed to be equal to 92% and losses
converter are neglected
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Fig.10 (a) Tip speed ratio λ(b) power coefficient Cp.
Fig.11andFig.12 shows the impact of control system on
rotational speeds of generator, mechanical torques curve
with same determination oriented electrical torque result
of

Fig.8 Estimated wind speed block diagram
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Fig.12 Mechanical &electrical torque of the generator.
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Fig.16 Rotational speed of the generator.
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Fig.16, and Fig.17 show the impact of control system on
rotational speeds of generator, mechanical torques curve
with same determination oriented electrical torque result
of lack of gear box.which clearly shows that it takes the
same wind speed variation.
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Fig.15 Random change in wind speed & wind speed
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Fig.13 (a) and (b) illustrate the grid active and reactive
power respectively. As shown in Fig.13(a), the control
system used achieve that power injected to the grid is
varied with wind speed variation and the reactive power
injected to the grid is zero(i.e. unity power factor) as
shown in Fig.13 (b).
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The wind speed profile varies randomly with mean value
of 10 m/s and 20% turbulence intensity according to
wind model . further wind speed is estimated of Wind
Turbine Block set in Matlab/Simulink [27] as shown in
Fig.15.
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lack of gear box.which clearly shows that it takes the
same wind speed profile except at sudden change where
the moment of inertia appeared.
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Fig.17 Mechanical&Ele. Torque of the generator.
As shown in Fig.18 (a) and (b) respectively the control
scheme of the rotor side converter gives beter
performance using sensor, and senser less MPPT control
scheme for DFIG. The maximum power capture is
achieved, hence the tip speed ratio λ achieve the

Fig.13 (a) Grid active power. (b) Grid reactive power.
From Fig.14, the Dc-link voltage ripple is reduced
(VDC~ Vref (1200v)) and almost constant over the all
period of simulation time.
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Fig.20 (a) Grid active power in pu (b) Grid reactive
power.
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The DC link voltage is nearby constant (VDC~ Vref
(1200v)) over the all period of simulation time by using
grid side converter as seen in Fig.21.
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Fig.18 (a) Tip speed ratio λ (b) power coefficient Cp.
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Id and Iq are shown in Fig.19, Id varied with wind speed
and Iq=0.
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This paper has presented a comprehensive modeling of
direct driven DFIG based grid-connected wind turbines
along with control schemes of the interfacing converters.
Grid powerhas been achieved based on the injected wind
velocity estimationin addition to the system efficiency.

In Fig.20 (a) and (b) the grid active power and grid
reactive power is discussed respectively where the
reactive power is nearly zero, hence unity power factor is
achieved. control system used achieve that power
injected to the grid is varied with wind speed variation
and the reactive power injected to the grid is zero.
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Three-phase interface power converter based on back-toback common dc-link converter has been used to achieve
the system objectives. The generator side converter based
three-phase has been used to achieve maximum power
operation point at each wind speed. The grid side
converter based three-phase has been used to inject
sinusoidal current in-phase with the grid voltage in
addition to controlling the common dc-link capacitor
voltage. Vector current controller has been employed on
the grid side VSI to obtain unity power factor. Simulation
results prove that the proposed control scheme has a
great capability to obtain unity power factor at the grid
side and to achieve sensorless maximum power point
tracking of wind turbine based onDFIG during wind
speed variation.
Results show that sensorless control gives better
performance than sensor type control. Sensorless control
manage to trace the variations in wind speed.

Transactions on Energy Conversion, Vol. 22, No.3, pp.
728-736, September 2007.
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Appendix d . PI parameters

Appendix A. Specification of wind turbine

𝐶1 = 0.5167

The coefficients C1 to C6
𝐶2 = 116

𝐶3 ==0.4
0.4

𝐶4 = 5

𝐶5 = 21

116

𝐶3 = 0.4

0.3
8
0.44
0.008
4
400

Appendix D. MATLAB/SIMULINK
𝐶6 = 0.0068

𝑅 = 1.8𝑚

Wind turbine blade radius

𝜌 = 1.25𝑘𝑔/𝑚3

Air density

𝜆𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖 = 8.1

Optimal tip speed ratio
Maximum

Rotor .side current loop:Kp
Ki
Grid side current loop:Kp
Ki
Dc-link loop:Kp
Ki

power

𝐶𝑝−𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.48

Coefficient

Appendix B. Parameter of IG
Stator phase resistance (Rs)

0.023PU

Stator direct inductance ( Ld)

0.18 PU

Rotor phase resistance (Rr)

0.016 PU

Rotor direct inductance ( Ld)

0.16 PU

No. of pole pairs (P)

3 pair pole

Inertia of the whole system (J)

0.0095 N.m

Friction factor (B)

0.05479 PU

Fig..22.Simulation scheme of a 1.5 MW doubly-fed
induction generator wind turbinegenerator system.

Appendix C. DC bus and gird parameters
dc-link voltage

Vdc = 1200

Capacitor of the dc-link

C = 6μF

Grid frequency

F = 50hz

Grid resistance

R g = 0.02Ω

Grid inductance

Lg = 0.05mH
Fig.23 Simulation scheme Control Current
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